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About This Game

Dungeon Manager ZV is 'the' classic dungeon defense game from Japan. Created by Japanese Indie developer StudioGIW and
named 2004’s best online software by Vector magazine it continues to have loyal fans to this day.

Finally the sequel is ready! Dungeon Manager ZV2 is a massive step forward. Now with a full graphical interface you, as
Dungeon Manager, have more control than ever before. Manage your dungeon and micro-manage your zombies, monsters,
minions and traps. Your task is to defend against marauding human invaders. As Queen of the Demons you will now also

participate in the battles with a weapon of your choice. Think strategically to summon your forces, level them up and defend
against endless invaders and boss units.

Steam Workshop is an exciting new feature! Now you can design your dungeon and share it online. Or you can download and
play dungeons designed by others. All elements of the dungeon can be customized. Even the the A.I. engine that controls the

invading human invaders can be adjusted using a straightforward programming language.
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This is prob one of my favorite games I've played this year. It has wonderful writing, beautiful art and lovely music. The voice
acting is great too. Always been a fan of anything Ashly Burch does. ;)

The mechanics of the the gravity based gameplay just feel awesome and is really fun to play. :D. Nba 2k17 is way better than
this f***ing game.. WATCH OUT! EARTH! I def. like this game, sometimes you dont want to think to much. I enjoy the 2D
aspect of the game so far and you cannot go wrong for the price. I have only made it half way in the game and I enjoy the
concept of gravitational forces when firing around a planet's body. I like the little video at the beginning and laugh everytime I
hear cheering when I complete a level. I give this little game a A+++

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=ZQZ6wlt1c-Q. Fun Game so far but   Do Not Buy

Bethesda withheld the information that the game uses Denuvo Anti-Tamper until 24 hours before release. Bethesda
also withheld the information that both the pre-order content and Deluxe Edition content require a 3rd-party 
Bethesda.net account until 24 hours before release on the game's Steam page. Because the main game can be played without a
Bethesda account but the DLC content cannot, this in effect holds paid for content hostage until you create a Bethesda.net
account. Bethesda's own website does not mention the need for a Bethesda account on their own support page on System
requirements (as of 1:40 AM Central Time May 14th 2019, 3.7 hours after release. Withholding this information which would
have impacted pre-order sales until right before release should be considered a form of fraud\/false advertising. Both measures
would have taken more than a day to add to the game's code and Bethesda would have known about it for a substantial amount
of time before release. The only reason to have withheld this info would be to prevent the inclusion of these requirements from
affecting pre-orders. This is greedy and unethical corporate behavior.

TLDR: Good Game but Bethesda withheld critical game info until 24 hours before release in order to gain more pre-orders and
are now holding extra content hostage until you create a Bethesda account

  Addendum: As a response to comments, let me clarify:

 A: The ease of creating a Bethesda account or the need to do so, as well as the inclusion of 3rd party DRM are not the
issue that I am raising. It is the fact that the need create an account and the inclusion of additional DRM was hidden
until 24 hours prior to release. The only logical reason to for the Publisher to withhold this information was to protect
pre-order sales. I and I suspect many others, waited until system requirements were released before pre-ordering the
game. The appropriate time time for this information to be released would have been when the system requirements
were released. I know of many people who would have not pre-ordered the game just because it uses Denuvo or
requires yet another account to be created. Even after release, the official Bethesda support site article on system
requirements does not mention the need for a Bethesda Account (found at 
https:\/\/help.bethesda.net\/app\/answers\/detail\/a_id\/41842\/~\/what-are-the-system-requirements-for-rage-2-on-pc%3F ).

  B: As for Denuvo, it is well within reason for a company to want to protect their product from piracy. I do not begrudge the
Publisher for including 3rd party DRM. Instead I begrudge them for withholding information on it until 24 hours prior to the
games release.

  C: As for reviewing the game itself, so far I have found it fun and enjoyable. I am only recommending that you not buy this
product due to the way the publisher withheld important information about the product almost to the last minute. It is my
opinion that this corporate behavior should not be rewarded by giving a review that is encouraging others to buy the product..
After playing the demo my sister and I decided to buy the game... And we weren't disappointed. We really liked the
game\u2019s art and music, but above all else we just loved the relationship between the characters. Their personalities are well
developed and their stories are quite engaging. We\u2019ve enjoyed all the endings we\u2019ve unlocked till the moment (the
hidden dress is a very nice touch). Right now we\u2019re kind of stuck trying to unlock ending number 8, 9, 11 and 15 (by the
way we\u2019ll be really grateful for any hint about how to get them).

Do we recommend this game? Absolutely! We liked it a lot and we'll be definitely looking for other projects from this
developer.
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***PROS***
EXCELLENT Timekiller + Pastimes, challenging but entertaining.
Many different types of games, both as challenges or freeplay.
Intuitive display.
CHEAP AS BALLS.
Different languages

***CONS***
Awkward keyboard and mouse controls at times. (Crosswords, Fitwords...)
Multiplayer VS mode would have made this game 1000x better. Just imagine the possibilities.

Very recommended 8\/10
. i like this game it has a lot of farm and wait to it but doesnt take too long, i think the graphics look really good as well, you
farm things to make/upgrade/build it also has random events/quests to collect things by farming then crafting so on

cons for me- its controls are clunky for keyboard and mouse hope that could get changed so it feels better so.. just use a
controller if you can, last thing is you cant move things you built once you place them unless you destroy them and remake

at first i thought my game didnt save when i wanted to play again but don't worry it just does the same loading screen when you
come back as it does when you made your character.. kinda weird. Bob was hungry but he also died a lot. 10\/10 platforms. It
was on my wishlist for a while - I really liked the colorful aesthetic and the promise of a shipbuilding kind of game.

Once I got it though, I felt like the ship controls were sluggish and imprecise, and the act of dragging pieces on to build felt slow
and frankly, rather unfun. The core concept feels solid but how it plays and controls is a far cry from what I was hoping for. The
act of interacting with it drags down the rest of the game to where it's not an enjoyable experience.. For those bastards giving
bad reviews just because the trailers are not ownable, be patient. SCS has confirmed that they will be ownable in 1.35..
Chemical Warfare, in Mordheim!! What's not to love.... The DLC's add additional fun to the Skaven and who doesn't love
cathcing 4 enemies and 3 of your guys in one lovely gas bomb!. not worth the money. too easy shut down the app and its still
running has no link for what it wants not good for making a bot. I hope episode 2 will flesh out the story a little more but apart
from that I had a lot of fun with Trespass Episode 1. The atmosphere was creepy and the puzzles were difficult but solvable
once you spend enough time with it.
. Better than CoD Ghosts!
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